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Abstract

This report describes experimental and analytical investigations in

the area of wear of materials under repetitive impulsive and sliding contact.

j Both pin-on-disc and impact wear test machines have been utilized in

conducting experiments involving solid contact between specimen and counter-

face materials.

The report includes a description- of experimental methodology employed

Iin research in wear, and enumerates the considerations relevant to a given

experiment. Further noted are the deterministic external variables which

serve to define operative wear regimes and processes. These variables include

I velocity, stress, test duration, environment and the effective mechanical

stiffness of the specimen/counterface contact.

£ Specific. experimental results which illustrate phenomenologically distinct

wear behaviors which arise due to differing levels in external variables are

highlighted. The importance of these findings to further research in impact

and sliding wear is noted.

j Analytical work has focused on the determination of states of stress and

strain in material specimens undergoing repetiti've impact. In particular,

I a bar striking an elastic half-space and a cylinder contacting a moving,.

rough, rigid plane were studied in some detail. These analytical results

are applicable to the study of in situ material "processing" during wear,

and to the formation of subsurface zones arising both in impact and sliding

wear.
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Introduction

This report follows those written earlier on investigations in the area

of wear of materials under impulsive loading [1-3). During the course of

this project, a considerable amount of experimental and analytical work has

been accomplished. ,For the most part, results from these investigations

ii have been (or are -being) published, and the interested reader is referred to

the literature for detailed information [4-20,28,29].

Accordingly, the purpose of this report is to present (a) an overview

on simulative impact wear experimentation and methodology, and (b) highl-ight

pertinent findings and developments obtained during the period 1 September 79-

*1 31 August 80.

Experi mental

Figure I presents a diagram which illustrates some of the factors important

in conducting simulative wear tests and in analyzing results obtained in such

I experimentation. The complexity of the figure suggests that there is consider-

* ably more involved in performing a "wear test" than in simply rubbing two

surfaces together and measuring "weight loss". Indeed, this is the purpose

*for presenting this figure, and it is useful to review a few aspects explicitly.

The first question confronting the experimentalist is to select materials

I for the test. In some cases, a particular material or material pair (specimen

j plus counterface) is suggested due to "external considerations." For example,

a manufacturer of stainless steels needs to establish some empirical relative

I.. information concerning the wear resistance of a series of such steels against

[given counterface materials under given conditions of solid or lubricated

* contact. In basic research, however, the question of which materials to test
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should devolve to a rational scientific hypothesis. In cases where a

variety of materials is to be tested, the selection of particular materials

1 might be on the basis of microstructures attractive for the extent to which

I metallographic detail can be resolved with given instrumentation. In any

case, the significant point is that selection of material pairs for test

is an important factor which should be given due consideration a priori.

Further, the rational basis for material selection should be noted when

ii experimental results are published.

Following selection of materials, Figure 1 notes that specimen prepara-

tion occurs. It is noteworthy that this preparation involves a series of

steps, depending upon the particular nature of specimen and counterface

materials. With most materials, specimens must be machined to a configuration
adaptable to the wear test apparatus. Following this, specimens are often

I polished or finish-machined by some other means. In any case, it is important

to obtain "baseline" specimens following this initial preparation. Such

baseline samples should be examined for surface and subsurface features to

document the initial condition of both specimen and counterface materials.

This avoids the introduction of artifacts prior to test, which otherwise

might be construedas having arisen during the wear test itself.

The third major consideration prior to wear testing is the selection of

"external parameters". The identification and specification of these varia-

bles has been an important part of the research documented in various articles

resulting from our recent work in impact wear [6-10]. While alternative

.*11 descriptions are possible, the external parameters of consequence have been

shown to be nominal contact stress, transverse relative sliding velocity,

test duration, test environment, and the effective mechanical stiffness of

contact at the wear interface [17,18]. For a given wear test, these parametersIi
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3 are effectively set, and care should be taken to avoid changes in any

during a given experiment. In particular, changes in nominal contact

I . stress and effective contact stiffness must be monitored, as these are

I likely to vary during the course of an experiment.

The solid contact which eventuates in a wear test gives rise to surface

and subsurface material processing, both on the specimen and on the counter-

face. In large measure, the level of relative sliding velocity, together

I with specimen/counterface geometrical conformity, determine the heat generated

I at the wear interface. The thermal gradients associated with generation and

dissipation of this heat are important both in physical and chemical processes

Jwhich occur to create new specimen/counterface material "mixes" in situ.

Figure 2 is useful in Illustrating the form of subsurface structures developed

tin test materials during a typical wear experiment. In this figure, three

characteristic zones are noted; Zone 1 is simply the unaffected base substrate.

Zone 2 is a material region which shows evidence of plastic deformation, but

which still consists wholly of base material. Zone 3 is compositionally

distinct from the base material, and usually consists of material both from

specimen and counterface. It-is this Zone 3 material which results from the

thermal and mechanical processing at and near the wear interface. The trans-

port of material from specimen to counterface and vice versa is documented

in recent work [8,9J, but the precise mechanism underlying such transfer

depend upon particular materials and test conditions, and are not yet well

understood.

£Following a wear test of given duration, the specimen and counterface are

evaluated for material attrition. Typically, this is in the form of a weight

loss or volume change measurement, with volume change being a more generalizable[~Ii
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1 measure when comparisons between materials (of different densities) ar being

made. Beyond sheer volume of material removed, however, there are questions

which arise pertaining to the processes and mechanisms by which particular

materials wear under given experimental conditions. These are answered only

through rather extensive analysis procedures, as depicted in Figure 1.

!I In such analysis, it is important to note that both specimen and counter-

face materials must be Inspected, and with each of these both surface and sub-

Iii surface examination is required-for a complete description of a given wear

process. In-addition, the debris arising from these materials should also

be examined. A variety of instrumental techniques is available for such analyses,

~iIJ Including optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), as well as replica

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), all of which yield micrographs which

provide Information on surfaces or on subsurface sections. In addition, the

thin foil TEM technique can be employed to allow detailed examination of wafer-

thin sections of material comprising various regions in the near-surface zones

from specimen and/or counterface. Energy dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analysis

represents another tool, particularly useful for documenting material transport

in a global sense (over an entire specimen surface) or on a local, microscopic

sense (examining Zone 3 for particular elements). X-Ray diffraction is useful

also, particularly in the analysis of wear debris. By this means, particular

chemical reaction products can be identified, having been produced in situ

during wear. By this technique, phase transformations have been documented

[8), and estimates concerning interfacial temperatures arising during solid

4:] contact have been made. Color metallography is another technique which has

been utilized to document chemical reactions occurring during wear [12). In

this, particular oxides, known to form at specific temperatures, have been

Identified by virtue of characteristic colors. In addition to these techniques, i'
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microhardness measurements can be performed on subsurface sections, in order

to provide additional information concerning the properties of near-surface

material zones produced in situ during a wear test £12]. Further still,

Ji profilometry can be employed either to obtain surface roughness information,

or to obtain data on wear scar dimensions [13].

I iiFrom the above descriptions of the large number of external variables

operative in wear, and from the large number of analysis techniques which

must be employed to obtain an adequate post-test characterization of specimen

and counterface materials, it is not surprising that a holistic model of

wear has not yet emerged. Thus, with the preceding as prologue, the report

continues with an explication of recent experimental findings, followed by

a section which presents results obtained in analysis.

Experimental

Both impulsive and steady sliding experiments have been conducted with

various titanium alloys contacting stainless steel counterface materials [12].

In this, plastic strain measurements in Zone 2 reveal enormous deformations

as shown in Figure 3. Moreover, significant variations in hardness have been

documented in subsurface zones by microhardness measurements as indicated in

Figure 4. Further, analysis of debris resulting from such materials under

various experimental conditions reveals that particular reaction products are

formed in response to specific "external variables", most notably relative

sliding velocity. This behavior is illustrated in Table 1.

I Addltion4l work with titanium alloy pin specimens in steady sliding contact

. against steel counterface materials has demonstrated significant "stiffness"

effects [17]. In essence, pins having different unsupported lengths were

j L utilized as a means to obtain varying mechanical stiffness at the wear interface.

I7 I
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iI Figure 5 illustrates the different surface roughnesses obtained (Ra-- centerline

average across the lay direction measured over a 0.08 mm traverse) for pins

varying in length (stiffness) at two levels of nominal contact stress. It is

clear that contact stiffness is important in surface morphology, and this is

further demonstrated in surface and subsurface micrographs [17]. Moreover,

'Ii Figure 6 Illustrates the "stiffness effect" in a "simple" steady sliding experi-

ment. In this, it is apparent that material transport varies according to

stiffness, and results depend also on the nominal contact stress level. Thus,

both compositional and morphological features of the wear process depend upon

a stiffness parameter which, until the present time, has not been recognized

as relevant.

A similar and equally important "stiffness" effect has been established

in the case of repetitive impulsive contact [18]. In this, the unsupported

length of impacting 1410 steel (Fe-14Co-lONi-2Cr-lMo-O.16C) pins was varied to

- obtain varying stiffness in compound impact wear testing against stainless

- steel counterface materials. Figure 7 shows the vastly different wear track

j::y. profiles obtained in otherwise identical wear tests which utilize pins of

three different lengths. Figure 8 further documents the phenomenologically

~ii( differing behavior obtained in this experimental series. Clearly, fundamentally

v- distinct physical processes arise and produce unique material responses which

depend upon the stiffness effect. These wear behaviors themselves can be

analyzed by reference to subsurface observations and various characterization

procedures as outlined in the Introduction.

K: Experiments designed to obtain measurements of temperatures arising under

various experimental conditions are depicted in Figure 9. Both "internal" and

"external" thermocouple Junctions have been utilized to obtain data points for

* * various conditions of compound impact wear. The "internal" measurements involve
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forming the thermocouple junction on the "inner" surface of a titanium

alloy cap. This cap is initially 1 mm in thickness, and becomes progres-

sively thinner as wear occurs due to repetitive impact against a stainless

.... steel counterface. For "external" measurements, the thermocouple junctions

are formed at specific locations on the cylindrical surface of the specimen,

at prescribed distances from the flat, impacting end. This end approaches

the thermocouple locations as the wear test continues, so data are obtained

- as a function of position from the wear interface.

These experiments have not progressed to a final stage, as thermocouple

response is inadequate for the short-lived transient effects known to occur

during impulsive contact. Nonetheless, Figure 10 represents a conservative,

"lower bound" on bulk temperatures occurring at various locations within a

titanium alloy specimen (Ti-5AI-5Sn-2Zr-2Mo-0.25Si) in compound impact against

a stainless steel counterface (Fe-17Cr-4Ni-4Cu) at 10 m/s at a nominal peak

impulsive normal stress of 69 MPa. From these data, extrapolation to higher

flash temperatures at asperity contacts underlines the significance of thermal

phenomena in high speed sliding contact. In particular, high temperatures

and strong thermal gradients will promote diffusion of specimen into counter-

face (in Zone 3), and vice versa. This, together with mechanical mixing

associated with adhesive and abrasive mechanisms, creates a near-surface

microstructure which is unique and dependent upon test materials and conditions.

The Zone 3 adjoins Zone 2 which is extremely.. plastically deformed, and which

often shows a refinement in structure near the Zone 2/Zone 3 interface. The

particular subsurface zone structure which does develop in a given wear test

is established quickly, and tends to persist in a state of dynamic equilibrium

[15). In this process, it appears that Zone 3 is replenished both from Zone 2

and from the counterface material. Clearly, the properties of such in situ

.... . . ... . ... .. .. ... . 1
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zones and the nature of the bonds between Zones 2 and 3 are significant

in terms of material attrition.

Analytical

The overall objective of the analysis has been the description of the

Jstate of stress and strain in a cylindrical wear test specimen repetitively
impacted against a moving rough counterface plane. In this work, the authors

I first assessed quantitatively the influence of the dynamic processes on the

Jstress level in the specimen. This was achieved by modeling the specimen as

a rod impacting, in a controlled way,, an elastic half-space. The detailed

-1 description of this part of the analysis was given both in previous reports

i [1,2) as well as in the technical literature [19-20). As reported, the
* numerical results confirmed the intuitive expectation that the flexibility.

of the half-space has a moderating influence on both displacements and stresses.

This analysis also has shown that for the relatively low approach velocities

associated with present experiments in impact wear, the dynamic effects are of

- secondary importance. Therefore, in subsequent work, the emphasis has been

placed on the solution of a quasi-static state of stress and strain (inertia

effects neglected) in a finite circular cylinder pressed against a rough moving

*rigid plane. This problem has been described in earlier reports [2,3).

However, in the period following the last Scientific Report [3], considerable

changes in the analysis were made. This warrants a revision of the earlier

formulation in addition to the discussion of final findings.

Although the problem is relatively simple both geometrically and

physically, it presents considerable mathematical difficulty. Presumably,

this is why none of the known analyses of circular cylinders have dealt with

a non-axisymmetric case as presented here. Indeed, stresses and strains in

II A
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an elastic, circular cylinder were first discussed by Pochhammer [21] and

Chree [22]. Later Filon [23] published the solutions to several cylinder

Sproblems. Both Chree and Filon pointed out the difficulty involved in

satisfying simultaneously the boundary conditions on the stress-free lateral

surface and on the flat ends of the cylinder. In fact, the conditions at

J the ends were satisfied only approximately. One of the axisymmetric problems

considered by Filon -- that of a right circular cylinder pressed between two

I .. rough, rigid plates -- was re-examined by Pickett [24] who succeeded in

satisfying the boundary conditions on both the lateral surface and the flat

ends. Indeed, this work has shown that the shear stresses at the flat ends

of the cylinder are singular at the edges. The specific type of the singularity,

however, was not determined. This was achieved only recently by Benthem and

I Minderhoud [25]. These authors also investigated only an axially symmetric

*i problem, but used the method of radial eigenfunction expansion presented by

Little and Childs (26]. The strength of the singularity of the shear stress

at the edge of the flat end, with zero in-plane displacements, was found in

(25) as the solution of a particular, eigenvalue problem. In this, the results

show that the index of the strength depends on the Poisson's ratio. Indeed,

the numerical results obtained in [25] apply to any semi-infinite or finite,

circular cylinder-with flat end fixed and the other end subjected to uniform

pressure. Thus, this work [25] represents the first satisfactory solution for

the solid cylinder compressed in an axially symmetric manner between rough

rigid stamps.

In later analysis, Gupta [27] solved a similar problem, and used an

ingenious, alternate method of determining the strength of the singularity

i. and the stress intensity factor. The results in [27] confirmed the correct-

ness of the results obtained in [25]. Now, in the present analysis, the diffi-



culties encountered in [25] and [27] are amplified by several factors,

including (1) lack of axial symmetry; and (2) more complicated boundary

J conditions at the end subjected to frictional tractive forces generated

by the contact with the moving rigid counterface plane.

The three-dimensional problem of the theory of elasticity considered

in the present analysis involves solving the Navier equations, i.e., a set

of coupled, partial differential equations in unknown displacements (Eqs. 1)*.

Partial uncoupling of these equations was achieved by expressing the dis-

placements in terms of the Papkovich-Neuber potentials, (Eqs. 2). This

technique, however, complicates the boundary conditions.

Consequently, the symmetry of the cylinder with respect to one of the

longitudinal sections was utilized (Figure 11) to define .the types of integral

transforms appropriate for the present case (Eqs. 8) INote these differ from

those of [2] and [3] 3. Subsequent elimination of the axial and angular varia-

bles was achieved by means of application of double finite Fourier trans-

formations to both the differential equations and the boundary conditions,

(Eqs. 7, 11). In this process, the shear stresses at the flat ends appear

as the basic unknowns of the problem (Eqs. 10).

Finally, utilization of the transformed boundary conditions at the flat

ends (Eqs. 5, 6) leads to a coupled infinite system of singular integral

equations (Eqs. 12) defining the unknown Fourier coefficients (which are still

functions of the radial variable) of the shear stresses at the flat ends.

Then, the method of collocation was chosen as the technique suitable to

obtain the numerical solution of the system.

The first part of the analysis involved considerable conceptual and

algebraic difficulties. This was true also in the numerical work. Firstly,

* The basic equations are given in the Appendix.

.E L i
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I it was necessary to represent the unknown function corresponding to the radial

component of the shear stress at the fixed flat end as the sum. This was

ll comprised of a singular function (with the singular part known from [25]),

and a regular part which was put in the form of a trigonometric series (Eq.

14). Secondly, some of the kernels were in the form of slowly convergent

J infinite series. Therefore, asymptotic expressions had to be derived which

were valid for a large index of summation. This process allowed kernels to

Li be represented in the form of a finite series and a closed form function

-: (Eq. 13). Thirdly, most kernels exhibit Cauchy type singularities for r - p

(r and p being the arguments of the kernels). Finally, as is well known,

choice of the location of the collocation points is of importance.

Because of the accumulation of so many complications, it was felt that

it is important to have some objective tests of the numerical results. Several

such tests were devised and utilized, as follows:

1) For the friction coefficientk, equal to zero, the description of

the present problem reduces to a single integral equation. This corresponds

,to the axisymmetric problem solved in [25]. The comparison of the shear

stresses for the selected case v - .25 and the length of the cylinder being

equal to its diameter are presented In Table 2. It should be noted that in

order to make both the present results and the results from (25] comparable,

a simple adjustment has been made (in [25) the normal stress at the far end

is assumed to be uniform; here-- the normal displacement is uniform). By the

de Saint Venant principle, both cases should lead to the same results at

1.( distances sufficiently removed from the far end).

As seen from Table 2, the correlation of results is very good, including

those obtained for the stress concentration factor. Figure 12 gives the normal

stresses at the interface between the cylinder and the rigid plate.
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2) For the friction coefficient k 0, one expects that the behavior

of a sufficiently slender cylinder will be similar to a cantilever with zero

j slope at the free end (Fig. 13). The equation for the displacement of the

beam from Fig. 13 was derived (Eqs. 15, 16), and the corresponding displace-

ment of the cylinder calculated for various values of k showing very good

J i!agreement. Also, the normal stress distribution for k 0 is qualitatively

similar (except for the singularities present here) to the stress distribution

I resulting from simple beam theory. Table 3 gives the numerical values of

1 shear and normal stresses at both flat ends and Table 4 the variation of the

stress concentration factor with the angle 6 for the case k a .15, v = .25,

Ii and the length to diameter ratio equal to 1. Graphical results for those

quantities are presented in Fig. 14.

I 3) Since the regular parts of the unknown functions are in form of

cosine series, one would expect that an increase in the number of the colloca-

tion points should lead to a converging sequence of values for each of the

coefficients of the series. Ultimately, these coefficients should equal the

Fourier coefficients of the corresponding function. The known limitations of

the collocation method, however, did not permit an arbitrary increase in the

number of the collocation points. Still, the trend toward convergence is

clearly visible. In fact, the first few coefficients converge when the

number of the collocation points is 7.

Thus, the analytical work [28,29] has contributed to the understanding

of the mechanical behavior of a cylindrical specimen subjected to frictional

and normal forces at the free end (the wear -interface). These results consti-

tute the groundwork for a truly dynamical analysis which also was initiated in

the present project (see [3] for description). Further, the analysis presents

A- -
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the starting point for taking into account the plastic phenomena observed

in the laboratory tests. Thus, the analysis of subsurface zone formation

i i for given materials and experimental conditions remains for future work.
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I Table 1 Wear Debris Analysis* After Impact Sliding by X-ray Powder Diagrams
(counterface 17-4 PH*Steel).

Specimen Relative Transverse Sliding Velocity (mis)
Material 0:01 0.1 1.0 2.1 4.2 6.3 10.0

5522S aF ct- Fe a- Fe ct -Fe a-Fe ct -Fe ct-Fe
(CL,) =i ~ T, _CtT ctT -Fe ____

ct-Fe203  ctFehO 2 3 ce 203
a-Ti

Beta ct-Fe cc- Fe ct-Fe ct-Fe ct-Fe 0-Ti
(0) BTi FMi B-Ti a-T7 R-Ti ct-Fe

yFe 0 tFe 2T 3  ctFe 2O3  y-Fe
ce2O3  y-Fe

Ti 3Al T13Al ct-Fe
r- Fe

ct-Fe cLFe 2O3
Ti PA

IMI ct-Fe at-Fe
685 ct-01T1 ct-Ti

'tFe 2O3  cLFe 2O3

*underlined =major amount
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Table 2

Values of G2 o(p) = azf.(p) + E a, cos 2). for r = 0.5, v = .25, . - .25525

1 2 3 4 5

Col. point G20 Selected values G2 o Converted G20
p of p (lin. interp.of from [25]

column 2) for 11 unknowns.

.00 .0000 .00 .0000 .0000

.02 .0061 .10 .0311 .0295

.05 .0153 .20 .0650 .0674

.075 .0231 .30 .1054 .1021

.10" .0311 .40 .1643 .1687

.14 .0441 .45 .2201 .2144
18 .0577
.22 .0723
.26 .0880
.30 .1054
.34 .1253
.38 .1490 Stress concentration factor
.42 .1796
.44 .1998 (a) Present study = .09770
.47 .2464 (b) Converted value from (25) = .09783

NOTES: p a0 is located at the center and p = .5 at the edge of the cross-

section of the cylinder.

Conversion factor K, used to multiply values from [25] to obtain G20.

= 0av = 0.8487
.2(1-v)

Conversion factor K2 used to multiply the value of the stress
concentration factor from [25]:

::, Oav( )K = a(1-) 0.7094
"2(1-v)

where cav obtained here for 14 collocation points is 1.273.

i i
i~

m  
:..4

- '

--I[
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Table 3

Stresses at the flat ends for T= 0.5, v= .25, X = .25525, k = 0.15,
8 Fourier coefficients.

Col. e=o e=90o  e=1800 e=o e=90° e=180° eo0 e=90" e=1800
points atz0 z = Z a at z=

.10 -1.214 -1.262 -1.299 -1.213 -1.130 -1.046 -0.236 -0.197 -0.1417

.20 -1.075 -1.258 -1.448 -1.304 -1.133 -0.963 -0.291 -0.195 -0.0970

.30 -0.975 -1.260 -1.564 -1.505 -1.205 -0.905 -0.394 -0.184 -0.0277

.40 -0.763 -1.245 -1.797 -1.710 -1.206 -0.708 -0.437 -0.170 0.0533

.45 -0.614 -1.240 -2.035 -2.028 -1.324 -0.631 -0.544 -0.152 0.0954

.47 -0.600 -1.236 -2.144 -2.218 -1.452 -0.711 -0.615 -0.138 0.1292

Table 4

Variation of the stress concentration factor with the angle for k = 0.15,

T = 0.5, v = .25, A = .75525, 8 Fourier coefficients.

Stress concentration factor

8= 0 e =45* e = 90°  e = 1350 e =180*

0.1114 0.1047 0.0954 0.0866 0.0842

I-I

-..

:'

, Il
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A enix. The Effects of Sliding Friction on the Stresses and Deformations
Suf a.stic, Solid, Right Circular Cylinder Pressed Against a Rough Rigid

Basic Equations (they replace the equations given in the Appendix toV
J the report [ 2)

Navier equations in cylindrical coordinate system

*1 V~~u - 2 3
8  L. ~r 2 2 r e I2 BA 0

V2ue -+ I ur + 1 2

VU+ 1 0VU I -2Vi =0(1

where urn Ug9 uz are the physical components of the displacement vector j

-and where V2  is the Laplacian and A the dilatation

3r2  rar r2 ae2  z

aur u au
r + (U- + U) + az

- Papkovlch-Neuber substitution (where '!z is assumed equal zero)

Un u.(+ rY 4(-v)r

r e 3re r r-)i8

u + r

Z 3Z
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leads to the partial uncoupling of eq. (1) in the form:

.7y -V2 - y - - yi- 0

vr rT r-- 7 =

e r-~ ~

v2  =0 (3)

Boundary conditions at the lateral surface

I-V B E 4_1_v)__
0rr= l~v(l2vE [4(1-v) - ( rTr-) + 21v ''1

rr4(v (lv(-2v -r a2 (~r' 2 (+ r) = 0

a(-)2 2*' 4(1-v)~ .
r W r r r r r a2  r

4(1-v) ar 2 ~ +4

Boundary conditions at z=tL (fixed end)

u ey 41-)I
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1 Boundary conditions at z=O (the interface)

: - z -z rr

mz =-kaz sin or

... r-' (+rVr) - 4(l-v) a9 ] + k sin e 2v

2(1+v) rraza 2(1+v)(1-v)

r. 2 ,a. E 1 a 0

(z rr - (2v r a r ae

a rz k a cos e (6)

Fourier transforms with respect to a and z of the field equations (3) yields:

:- L1 r r- e = Gin(r) - (-I) m G2n(r) m = 01I,..., n = 0,,...

r

* ; LI~ e + 2- = G3n(r) - (-I) m G4 (r) m = 0,1,..., n = 1,2,...

r r

L = -r[Gln(r) - (-1) m G2n(r)] m = 0,,..., n = 0,1,...

(7)

where

Tr(r.n,m) = 00Tr(r,e,z) cos ne cos xmzdedz

Lir

le(rnm) = Jf '0(rez) sin no cos Xzdedz

II[ (rnm) fJ~ e~oz) cos no cosx z dedz (8)
f@f
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d 1where+1 d2  + d n2 .

Ad2  I d -n'+1 2  7  d iI d. '.°" °'(9)

and where the basic unknowns Gln(r), G2n(r), etc. are proportional to the

Fourier transforms of the shear stresses at the ends:

Gin(r) = .1 arz(r'e'z'O) cos node , n = 0919...

G2(r) = arz(r,e,z=t)cos no d , n =
of

-(r) 1-) J a(r,e,z=O)sin no do , n = 1,2,...-::ZG3n~r 2E(1-v) °ez

G4nr) = 2E(1-v) f (rOz=)sin no do , n =1.2

Oz (10)

Fourier transforms of the boundary conditions at the lateral surface

(5-12v + Wv) _.+(X2 R2 - (n2+1) + 2(1_2V)2] 'r + 8nv(-v)I -1ZT
dr mr

(.n + 2 )0; + Ir= 2(l-v) REGln(R) - (-1)m G2n(R)]

Rr

(l-2v)r- -R-- =0

[ (11) .
r r

n 2222 + n (-)T+ 1-)f4d
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I Sample equations from the resulting system of singular integral "equations:

n=O:
T T

G1 oC()K(P,.E)dE +1 G20t)K2(p.)dE- -v7 P

2(1-v) [G,,(p) - G2,(p)] + o Go(C)K,(p.)d+ + G 20 (9)Kz(pE)d& =

L (l+v)WkW

n=1 :

G1o(p) - G12(p) + G32 (p) = 0

etc.

n=2,3,...- :

Gl,nl(P) + G3,n-(p) Gl,n+l(p) + G3,n+(P)= 0

T T T

Of Gin(Q)K11 ,n(p'49)dE +of G2n()K 12 ,n(PE)d +°o G 3n (-)K13,n
(p E- dE

00

j f 4n() 14,n(2

etc.

where T R/t, p =r/l, W W/t.

The kernels Kt(pc) are represented by infinite series with very complicated

general terms % (p,&) depending on various combinations of modified Bessel

functions.

-- : .,1
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The kernels Ki(P,.) were represented asymptotically, to imfrove convergence,
in the form

i!I "M-1
Ki(P, ) = (p,&) =fi(P,) + £ (0mi(P,0-Om,i(P,0 (13)

where the functions fi(p,E) depend on hyperbolic functions and on logarithms.

Representation of the singular function G2n(P) used for the collocation

method:

G2n(P) a,,n[(-p)- (T-p) - " "  2 (),+1)p (p-E) + E ai, n cos(T

(14)
where N is the -number of collocation points and where for v .25, X - .25525.

The horizontal displacement of the "rolling" end of the cantilever beam:

I kR 2(1- cos it) - B sin §Z (15)
21w,/Lsin 01

where = 2R 7

For small SK. :

}I kR (01)(..... u B  -(16)
24 rw.fL

IJ

°°..
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17MTHODOLOGY USED IN IMPACT WEAR STUDIES

Select material pair

Microscopy Machine specimens and prepareSufc
initial surfaces iossr

Determine critical test paraeters
(ae.S.. relative transverse sliding velocity
nominal contact stress, duration of test.
test envirooment, mechanical stiffness).

Perform wear test., Monitor
weight lose. measure
surf&aetmeaue

du ring tew at ur

ZIZ

InlyL O f ig w Aai s fvs

spcoad dbi
I *trfc
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INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS SCIENCE

The Institute of Materials Science (IMS) was establish-
ed at The University of Connecticut in 1966 in order to pro-
mote academic research programs in materials science. To
provide requisite research laboratories and equipment, the
State of Connecticut appropriated $5,000,000, which was
augmented by over $2,000,000 in federal grants. To operate
the Institute, the State Legislature appropriates over
$500,000 annually for faculty and staff salaries, supplies
and commodities, and supporting facilities such as an elec-
tronics shop, instrument shop, a reading room, etc. This
core funding has enabled IMS to attract over $2,500,000 an-
nually in direct grants from federal agencies and industrial
sponsors.

IMS fosters interdisciplinary graduate programs in
Alloy Science, Biomaterials, Corrosion Science, Crystal
Science, Metallurgy, and Polymer Science. These programs
are directed toward training graduate students while ad-
vancing the frontiers of knowledge and meeting current
and long-range needs of our state and our nation.
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